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These two books, then, speak to each other rather loudly; and you
pay your money and take your choice. As a politico-moral project,
Thompson will bring you plainly spoken liberal comfort and perhaps prompt
you to join the next walk for Aboriginal reconciliation. As a descriptive,
ethnographic project, Povinelli will remind you, through your effort to inter-
pret her difficult and jargon-ridden prose, that you should not expect to take
that walk without getting at least a little shit on your shoes. However, even
if Povinelli profoundly complicates it, the choice remains. Let’s hope nobody
takes The Cunning of Recognition seriously enough to abandon the march
entirely and cease ‘taking responsibility for the past’.
Reviewed by John Morton
Sociology and Anthropology, La Trobe University
Email: J.Morton@latrobe.edu.au
Martin Jay, Refractions of Violence (Routledge, 2003)
Martin Jay first established his deserved reputation as one of our
foremost intellectual historians with his now classic history of the Frankfurt
School, The Dialectical Imagination, and consolidated it with his tour de
force studies of the history of the concept of totality in Marxism and anti-
visual discourse in 20th-century French thought, Marxism and Totality and
Downcast Eyes. Alongside these authoritative studies, Jay has published a
series of collected essays, articles and musings that offer a much more direct
engagement with contemporary intellectual and cultural controversies, and
do so with the subtlety and generosity that befit a historian steeped in and
committed to the Enlightenment aspirations of critical theory. In collections
such as Permanent Exiles, Fin-de-Siècle Socialism, Forcefields and Cultural
Semantics, Jay showcases his extraordinary capacity for synoptic vision by
guiding us through the intricate, labyrinthine histories of key terms and
discourses in modern European philosophy, aesthetics, ethics and visual
studies. In each case he clarifies and enriches our understanding of the
significant philosophical and ethical issues at stake in these debates, perhaps
nowhere more impressively than where he delves into some of the more
arcane reaches of European intellectual history or constructs a fruitful
dialogue between contemporary French anti-Enlightenment thought and
German defenders of Aufklärung. Refractions of Violence, which mixes ques-
tions of visuality and violence, is another welcome addition to this series.
The volume brings together a heterogeneous collection of 16 occasional
pieces written between 1994 and 2002. Jay composed half of these essays for
scholarly audiences, the other half for his bi-annual ‘Force Fields’ column for
the general humanities journal Salmagundi, which lends itself to a much
more colloquial and personal style. Taking as its counterpoint Georges Sorel’s
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famously rhapsodic ode to redemptive powers of violence, Jay retrospec-
tively frames Refractions as a series of exploratory forays into the violence
that shadows the 21st century despite our knowledge of the unprecedented
carnage of 20th-century wars and genocides which, needless to say, have
proven anything but redemptive. Against the powerful temptation to
violence, he seeks a refracting surface that might shed ‘some countervailing
light . . . on the sources of the worsening violence that threatens our exist-
ence’. He finds it in the study of visual culture.
It is only in hindsight, and with some surprise, Jay confesses, that he
recognized a unifying theme linking many of the essays: they are devoted
to the interactions between these two themes, violence and visuality. Each
of the essays, he explains, ‘refracts one theme through the other, bending it
as a ray of light is bent when it passes through one medium to another of
a different density’. To study the problem of the violence of amnesia, abstract
law or democratic exclusions, for example, he takes as refracting surfaces,
by turns, Walter Benjamin’s critique of monumentalizing war memorials, the
iconography of justice, and contemporary transgressive body or perform-
ance art. Jay suspects, and some of the essays in fact go a long way towards
demonstrating, that the entwinement of, or symbiosis between, visuality and
violence makes the exploration of visual culture an important portal opening
onto an understanding of the seductions of violence.
Inevitably, because the collection is retrospectively drawn together from
essays prepared for different themes, audiences and occasions, some of them
only indirectly or metaphorically explore the interplay of visuality and
violence. This is particularly the case with some of the shorter, punchier ‘Force
Fields’ columns, which serve as welcome moments of comic relief in the
midst of an investigation of such a bleak topic. In ‘Peace in Our Time’ Jay
amusingly recalls his own difficulties in performing as a ‘visionary’ entrusted
with conveying his vision of world peace in one minute or less, a role he
found himself cast in by the organizers of the inaugural meeting of the Peace
University in Berlin in 1995. Though his recollections of the founding of the
Peace University afford Jay the opportunity for briefly touching on the import-
ant issue of whether spiritually infused pacifist intentions can really temper
the violence of the modern state, and for voicing his scepticism on the matter,
the question of visuality, as he admits, only arises in these metaphoric terms.
In ‘The Ungrateful Dead’ Jay recalls, with comically self-deprecating humour,
his belated discovery that shortly after interviewing Theodor Adorno in 1969
for his dissertation and later book The Dialectical Imagination, Adorno
penned a letter to Herbert Marcuse that concludes with an astonishingly nasty
character assassination of Jay’s earlier student self. Accidentally stumbling
upon this ‘withering rant’ after spending many years faithfully promoting
Adorno’s intellectual legacy, Jay is stung into some critical reflections on the
power of idealizing images to shape our intercourse with the past and the
importance of soberly working through these transferential investments,
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reflections which, for all their consoling wisdom, are only marginally relevant
to the issue of violence and visuality. (In the Introduction, Jay provides an
amusing coda to this story. He recounts how the column solicited a wave of
consoling letters from German friends including a ‘well-intentioned, if
somewhat deflating comment from Jürgen Habermas, who recalled that
Adorno had never mentioned [him] to Habermas at all!’)
Other essays provide timely meditations on the theme of violence
rather than its interplay with visuality, strictly speaking. ‘Lafayette’s Children’
surveys the ‘New French’ liberals trumpeted by some American academics
in the 1990s as worthy intellectual challengers to the earlier wave of French
post-structuralists. If anything unites these new French liberals, Jay observes,
it is their attempt to ‘revitalise the tradition of human rights’ as bulwarks
against violence and exploitation. While conceding that the French post-
structuralists neglected to directly confront the issue of human rights, Jay
argues that their disdain for transcendentalizing and universalist rhetoric
normally underlying rights talk contains an implicit critique of human rights
that the new French liberals singularly fail to rebut. In prosecuting this case
against the French neo-liberals, Jay develops one of the most systematic and
certainly the pithiest reconstruction of post-structuralism’s critique of human
rights in the literature.
In the context of the rise and rise of religiously charged moral rhetoric
in contemporary American political discourse, ‘The Paradoxes of Religious
Violence’ explores the linkages between the sacred and violence that has
exercised so many anthropologists and other students of religion. Drawing
on Kierkegaard’s Fear and Trembling, Jay’s analysis serves as a powerful
reminder of the dangers of the ‘teleological suspension of the ethical’ that
characterizes faith-based religious experience. Following up on this concern
with the links between religion and violence, in the concluding essay,
‘Fearful Symmetries: 9/11 and the Agonies of the Left’, Jay observes the
uncanny symmetries in the discourse of both sides engaged in the conflict
that emerged spectacularly in the events of 9/11, most notably in their
symmetrical religious characterizations of the struggle as one between Satanic
America versus bin Laden, ‘the Evil One’, in Bush’s religious-cum-gothic
language. Here Jay takes to task the surprising echo of this symmetrical logic
that he detects in the leftist responses to 9/11 under the rubric of the logic
of dialectical reversal. He condemns as a travesty of dialectical thought the
notion, popular among some leftists, that the terrorist attacks can be recu-
perated as signs of a potentially emancipatory subversion of American
foreign policy or economic globalization. If Jay is right, this vulgar form of
dialectics betrays a similar ‘teleological suspension of the ethical’ that char-
acterizes religious faith. In closing his analysis of the shortcomings of the
left’s response to 9/11, Jay makes a plea for Adorno’s negative dialectics,
which holds in play incommensurable perspectives and in doing so makes
us suspicious of the logic of symmetrical reductions or dialectical reversal.
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Jay’s attempt to use his theoretical investigations of vision and visual
culture as a refracting surface that might cast a ‘countervailing light’ on the
sources of violence comes into its own in those essays where he deals
directly with visual phenomena. In one of the most enjoyable essays in the
collection, ‘Must Justice Be Blind? The Challenges of Images to the Law?’,
Jay refracts the violence of formal, abstract law through an erudite history
of the iconography of justice. It is through his analysis of changes in the
pictorial and sculptural representations of the law, particularly the blindfold-
ing of the statue of Justitia at the end of the 15th century, that he develops
a cogent critique of the violence of both the algorithmic conception of justice
and its post-structuralist alternative, a singular, case-by-case justice that does
without any abstract prescriptive criteria. Despite his apparent narcissistic
disinvestment in Adorno, Jay once again concludes ‘with a plea for a negative
dialectics of the two judicial imperatives’, the rigour of conceptual subsump-
tion and mimetic sensitivity to individual particularity.
In the counterpoint essays, ‘Diving into the Wreck: Aesthetic Specta-
torship at the Turn of the Millennium’ and ‘Somaesthetics and Democracy:
John Dewey and Contemporary Body Art’, Jay examines two very different
artistic expressions of traumatophilia. Reprising the Frankfurt School’s culture
industry thesis, Jay takes a dim view of the transition in popular culture from
a ‘scopic regime of pleasure of visual representation to a kinaesthetic regime
based on rapturous stimulation and participatory immediacy’. He argues that
the dethronement of the contemplative eye by this aesthetics of virtual
immersion, which he charts from early 20th-century carnival amusements
through to the return of the ‘cinema of attractions’ in contemporary block-
busters, ‘may well prove to be an anaesthetics when it comes to reacting to
the traumas outside the aesthetic frame’. If we fall prey to the seductions of
the kinaesthetic thrills offered by the entertainment industry, he cautions,
we risk losing the contemplative distance required not just for aesthetic
judgement, but also for political judgement.
Yet Jay tells a very different story about the traumatic and traumatiz-
ing but more esoteric body or performance arts that first emerged with the
waning of High Modernism in the 1960s. Ironically, Jay looks to the sublime
aesthetics of trangressive body art to test John Dewey’s hope that aesthetic
experience, in his case the aesthetics of the beautiful, might play a role in
building democratic cultures. In a surprising and provocative move, Jay
argues that body art, with its violent assaults on the artist’s body and the
audiences’ sensibility, may work in tandem with democratizing impulses
through its resolute refusal to sublimate, aesetheticize or assimilate traumatic
events or unpalatable experiences, which Benjamin famously identified as
characteristic of fascist art, its expansion of the subject matter available for
public discussion, its homage to and reminder of the agonistic dimensions
of democratic practice, and its explicit resistance to the disciplining and
normalizing of the docile body. Whatever one ultimately makes of Jay’s case
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for the democratizing role of body art, it remains puzzling that his strong
indictment of popular manipulations of traumatophilia for effacing our
capacity for contemplative distance and judgement does not extend to this
elite art that likewise resists all forms of contemplative distance and compo-
sure. One suspects that Jay’s loyalty to Adorno’s faith in elite art as a repos-
itory of critique and negation in an administered world explains his
determined and challenging attempt to find in sublime, Dionysian body art
the democratizing forces that John Dewey sought in much sunnier, Apollon-
ian regions.
The richest vein of thought to be mined in this collection, however, is
one that links together many of its best essays: Jay’s compelling investigation
of the violence of amnesia and trauma. Jay returns almost obsessively to the
question of the nature of traumatic experience, its afterlife and possible resol-
utions and irresolutions, nowhere more so than in ‘Against Consolation:
Walter Benjamin and the Refusal to Mourn’ and his gentle, yet clear-eyed
eulogy to the speculative philosopher Gillian Rose, ‘The Conversion of the
Rose’, which attempts to fathom the philosophical and personal sources of
her deathbed conversion to Anglicanism. In the former Jay probes Benjamin’s
intransigent refusal to mourn those slaughtered in the First World War and
his insistence on tarrying in traumatic memory rather than ‘working through’
his grief and anger. Jay shows how Benjamin’s critique of premature
mourning, or the violence of amnesia, is emblematized in his resistance to
architectural monuments that symbolically attempt to achieve resolution,
closure and forgetting. Against Gillian Rose’s Hegelian critique of Benjamin’s
refusal to mourn, which she argues restricted his thinking to an ‘aberrated
mourning’, a furious fixation on past injustices which lent itself to a ‘yearning
for invisible, divine violence’, Jay attempts to find something positive in his
resistance to symbolic healing, indeed nothing less than a model of redemp-
tion ‘based on the lesson of trauma itself’. What continues to merit respect
in Benjamin’s intransigent refusal to forgive or forget, Jay suggests, is its
adherence to the difficult lesson of trauma – that the past defies complete
incorporation and closure.
By contrast, Jay interprets Gillian Rose’s conversion as a challenge to
Benjamin’s ‘aberrated mourning’, a theologically inspired ‘inaugurated
mourning’ that ‘could look at all the ugliness and horror of life and still see
reconciliation’. While Jay admits that, being himself religiously unmusical,
he does not share this religious belief in or hope for absolute reconciliation,
his eulogy for Gillian Rose not only brilliantly summarizes her abstruse philo-
sophical pilgrimage, but it also beautifully exemplifies the precarious tension
between intimacy and distance that Kant identifies as the fragile achieve-
ment of ideal friendship. The theme of trauma also takes centre stage in
‘When Did the Holocaust End? Reflections on Historical Objectivity’ as Jay
ponders how the traumatic nature of Holocaust experiences, which by their
very nature remain unassimilated or unclaimed, might bear on the vexed
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question of the possibility of historical objectivity. Following Angelika Rauch,
Jay hazards the suggestion that melancholic repetition, the refusal to surren-
der the lost object, may have a ‘cognitive function’ insofar as it makes us
‘aware of the inevitable belatedness of all historical understanding, which
can never claim past experience as its own’.
If there is a thread to these meditations on trauma, it is Jay’s attempt
to chart a course between the Scylla of melancholic, never worked through
remembrance and repetition, and the Charybdis of completed mourning and
closure; or, to put the point another way, between an enraged, inconsolable
and toxic fixation on past injuries and injustices and a forgiveness that ulti-
mately amounts to little more than forgetfulness. One of the key questions
framing Refractions of Violence, then, is whether we can tarry with grief and
trauma without falling into the dangerously narcissistic preoccupations of
melancholia. The ethical figure woven into the carpet of these essays is what
we might call a moderate melancholia. Jay, it seems, is firmly convinced that
the idea of a moderated melancholia is theoretically cogent and psycho-
logically plausible but, as we might expect of a collection of occasional
pieces composed across almost a decade, he never develops this case
systematically. What we have instead is a series of brilliant essays in intel-
lectual history and cultural criticism that offer tantalizing intimations of a
mode of recollecting and keeping open the wounds of the past, personal
and collective, which nevertheless elude the pathology of melancholic repe-
tition and manic repudiation of loss. While we might laud Jay’s imperative
that we should resist the lures of forgetfulness and refuse to drink from the
river Lethe, before we endorse it we surely require a fuller explanation than
he provides here of how making a virtue out the inability or unwillingness
to mourn can engender anything other than a pathological oscillation
between melancholia and mania. What we require, in other words, is a
careful mapping out of a territory that lies somewhere between the Hegelian
optimism of absolute reconciliation and the saturnine post-structuralist sensi-
bility of melancholic repetition. Refractions of Violence leaves one with the
challenge of thinking through the ethical and political possibilities and conse-
quences of sustaining grief and loss.
Reviewed by Michael Ure
Social and Political Inquiry, Monash University
Email: Michael.Ure@arts.monash.edu.au
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